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1RESEARCH ARTICLE
10.1002/2013WR015248

Improved regional water management utilizing climate
forecasts: An interbasin transfer model with a risk
management framework AQ1

2Weihua Li1, A. Sankarasubramanian1, R. S. Ranjithan1, and E. D. Brill1

31Department of Civil, Construction, and Environmental Engineering, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North
4Carolina, USA

5Abstract Regional water supply systems undergo surplus and deficit conditions due to differences in
6inflow characteristics as well as due to their seasonal demand patterns. This study proposes a framework for
7regional water management by proposing an interbasin transfer (IBT) model that uses climate-information-
8based inflow forecast for minimizing the deviations from the end-of-season target storage across the partic-
9ipating pools. Using the ensemble streamflow forecast, the IBT water allocation model was applied for two

10reservoir systems in the North Carolina Triangle Area. Results show that interbasin transfers initiated by the
11ensemble streamflow forecast could potentially improve the overall water supply reliability as the demand
12continues to grow in the Triangle Area. To further understand the utility of climate forecasts in facilitating
13IBT under different spatial correlation structures between inflows and between the initial storages of the
14two systems, a synthetic experiment was designed to evaluate the framework under inflow forecast having
15different skills. Findings from the synthetic study can be summarized as follows: (a) inflow forecasts com-
16bined with the proposed IBT optimization model provide improved allocation in comparison to the alloca-
17tions obtained under the no-transfer scenario as well as under transfers obtained with climatology; (b)
18spatial correlations between inflows and between initial storages among participating reservoirs could also
19influence the potential benefits that could be achieved through IBT; (c) IBT is particularly beneficial for sys-
20tems that experience low correlations between inflows or between initial storages or on both attributes of
21the regional water supply system. Thus, if both infrastructure and permitting structures exist for promoting
22interbasin transfers, season-ahead inflow forecasts could provide added benefits in forecasting surplus/defi-

23

cit conditions among the participating pools in the regional water supply system.

24

25

261. Introduction

27Regional water management aims to balance water supply, which critically depends on the regional hydro-
28climate, and demand that is driven by the urbanization and growth in the region. Given the limited oppor-
29tunities for developing new water supply systems, efforts have focused on identifying strategies for both
30supply augmentation and demand reduction on existing systems. For instance, the most commonly
31employed supply augmentation strategies are reallocation of existing storages in the reservoir, developing
32wastewater reuse infrastructure and promoting interbasin transfers [Postel et al., 1996; Glieck, 1998]. Simi-
33larly, the popular demand reduction approaches include imposing restrictions for tertiary uses (e.g., water-
34ing lawns), lawn buyback programs, and water pricing. Recent studies have shown that the imbalance
35between supply and demand at seasonal to interannual time scales could be offset by an adaptive
36approach that changes the allocation conditioned on the inflow forecasts derived using climate information
37[Sankarasubramanian et al., 2009a, 2009b; Voisin et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2012]. AQ2Most of the studies on utiliz-
38ing climate information have primarily focused on the application of streamflow forecasts to a single/multi-
39ple reservoir system [Golembesky et al., 2009; Georgakakos and Graham, 2008] in a single river basin [Maurer
40et al., 2002]. Given that the association between climatic conditions and the basin hydroclimatology is usu-
41ally exhibited at the regional level, it is prudent to utilize the climate-information-based streamflow fore-
42casts for basins that have interbasin transfer (IBT) protocols. Studies have emphasized the importance of IBT
43in improving regional water management [Cai and Rosengrant, 2004] and also support the transfers with
44appropriate financial instruments [Characklis et al., 2006]. However, these studies have primarily used

Key Points:
� Climate forecasts promote interbasin

transfer
� Spatial correlation between inflows

and initial storage control the
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� Low spatial correlation between
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45observed inflows that do not consider inflow uncertainty for setting up the IBT. Thus, the main focus of this
46study is to: (a) propose a stochastic IBT model that uses probabilistic inflow forecasts for improving regional
47seasonal water management and (b) generalize the conditions under which the IBT can improve regional
48water management utilizing seasonal forecasts derived using climate information.

49Recent studies show that seasonal inflow over a region is partly influenced by variations in climatic condi-
50tions such as sea surface temperatures (SST) [Piechota et al., 2001; Sicard et al., 2002] and partly due to the
51chaotic nature of the atmosphere and initial land surface conditions [Maurer and Lettenmaier, 2004; Maha-
52nama et al., 2012; Sinha and Sankarasubramanian, 2012]. Hence, considerable effort has been focused on
53improving the skill of seasonal climate forecasts by reducing uncertainty of climate models [Rajagopalan
54et al., 2002; Weigel et al., 2008; Devineni and Sankarasubramanian, 2010a, b], AQ3by estimating better initial land
55surface conditions [Koster et al., 2002] and by reducing hydrologic model uncertainty [Ajami et al., 2006; Li
56and Sankarasubramanian, 2012]. Despite these improvements in streamflow forecast development, applica-
57tion of climate information for water management has faced serious challenges in interpreting probabilistic
58information in the forecasts and in translating that information into relevant water management attributes
59[Pagano et al., 2002; Sankarasubramanian et al., 2009a, b].

60Most of the studies on IBT have commonly evaluated the allocation under perfect inflow assumption [Cai
61and Rosengrant, 2004; Pulido-Velazquez et al., 2004; Palmer and Characklis, 2009]. However, assuming perfect
62inflow information ignores the inflow uncertainty which can critically influence IBT allocations at seasonal to
63interannual time scales. Recent studies [Yao and Georgakakos, 2001; Hamlet et al., 2002; Georgakakos and
64Graham, 2008; Golembesky et al., 2009] have clearly demonstrated that seasonal streamflow forecasts could
65be effectively utilized for improving regional water management. Sankarasubramanian et al. [2009a, b] have
66demonstrated that monthly updated season-ahead inflow forecasts could be utilized adaptively to
67increase/decrease release for each use. Yao and Georgakakos [2001] demonstrated that reliable inflow fore-
68casts and adaptive decision systems can substantially benefit reservoir performance. However, the utility of
69climate forecasts in reservoir management is sensitive to prediction skill, system characteristics, and man-
70agement objectives [Georgakakos and Graham, 2008; Sankarasubramanian et al., 2009a, b]. Given that IBT
71reduces the cost and increases the reliability in water allocation [Characklis et al., 2006], it is critical to evalu-
72ate the potential benefits of climate-information-based forecasts for facilitating IBT. For instance, if two
73basins exhibit significantly different initial storage conditions at the beginning of a season, then streamflow
74forecasts could be utilized to facilitate IBT based on the agreed protocols for improving regional water sus-
75tainability. This study mainly focuses on investigating three aspects related to IBT across multiple pools/res-
76ervoirs: (a) role of inflow forecast skill, (b) importance of spatial correlation between inflows across the
77multiple systems, and (c) role of spatial correlation between the initial storages across the pools. For this
78purpose, the study considers IBT between Falls Lake and Jordan Lake in the Research Triangle Area of North
79Carolina (NC), which has been experiencing frequent demand-induced droughts due to rapid growth in
80population and development.

81In this paper, section 2 discusses the regional water management issues in the study region in NC and pro-
82vides the data sources related to the development of forecasts and reservoir models. Section 3 proposes an
83IBT optimization model and demonstrates the utility of seasonal climate forecast in promoting IBT in the
84study area. Section 4 utilizes a synthetic streamflow forecasting model to generalize the findings on the util-
85ity of climate forecasts in facilitating IBT. Finally, we summarize the findings and conclusions arising from
86the study.

872. Study Region and Data Sources

882.1. Water Management in the Research Triangle Park (RTP) Area and Potential for IBT
89Two major water supply systems, Falls Lake reservoir in the Neuse River basin and the Jordan Lake reservoir
90in the Cape Fear River basin, primarily serve the municipalities (Raleigh, Cary, Apex, and Morrisville) in the
91RTP region. Figure 1 shows the water supply and demand nodes in the area. Falls Lake, which primarily sup-
92plies the City of Raleigh withdrawing 70 MGD million gallon per day (MGD), whereas Jordan Lake supplies
93water to three municipalities, Cary, Apex, and Morrisville, with a daily withdrawal of 16 MGD.

94Apart from supplying water to the municipalities, both reservoirs also have to maintain required water qual-
95ity releases to sustain healthy downstream ecology. The mandated water quality releases during the
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96summer (July–August–September) season are 255 cfs (cubic feet per second) for Falls Lake and 600 cfs for
97Jordan Lake. To manage the reservoir for water supply and water quality purposes, the US Army Corps of
98Engineers (USACE) has two storage units within the conservation pool of each reservoir (Table 1). Both the
99inflows and evaporation of the lakes are also apportioned in the same ratio as specified for water supply

100and water quality pools in both systems (Table 1).

1012.2. Proposed IBT Between Cape Fear River Basin and Neuse River Basin
102Palmer and Characklis [2009] explored the potential for reducing the cost of meeting continually increasing
103water demand through IBT. They proposed to utilize the existing IBT for Chapel Hill and Durham (partly in
104the Neuse River basin) from Jordan Lake by distributing the water from the Cary Water Treatment Plant, so
105that future increased demand at Durham and Chapel Hill could be met with desired reliability. The motiva-
106tion behind their proposal is to eliminate the investment cost for a new water treatment plant for distribut-
107ing the water from Jordan Lake to Chapel Hill and Durham. The proposal suggested to treat the allocated
108water for the two cities at the Cary Water Treatment Plant and to distribute the treated water through the
109existing infrastructure between Cary and Durham.

110The existing IBT plan between Upper Neuse River basin and Haw River basin (that feeds into Jordan Lake)
111allows a transfer of up to 24 million gallons per day (MGD) from Jordan Lake to Neuse River basin. Given
112that the physical infrastructure (i.e., distribution networks) exists to distribute the treated water across the
113region, recent studies have also emphasized the need for regional water management plans to meet future

Table 1. Water Supply and Water Quality Storages Within Conservation Storage of Falls Lake and Jordan Lake Reservoir (All Values Are
in Acre-Feet)

Dead Storage

Conservation Storage Releases (Ri)

Flood Control StorageWater Supply Water Quality Water Supply Water Quality

Falls Lake 25,073 45,000 (42.3%) 61,322 (57.7%) 22,497 45,520 221,182
Jordan Lake 74,730 45,800 (32.62%) 94,600 (67.3%) 5142 107,108 538,400

Raw Water Treated Water lines

Lake Michie

Little River Reservoir

Cane Creek Reservoir

Water Treatment Plant

Figure 1. Infrastructure for interbasin transfer across Cape Fear River basin and Neuse River basin, North Carolina. Two Reservoirs (Falls
Lake and Jordan Lake) and the demand nodes (Cary, Apex, Durham, Chapel Hill, and Raleigh) are also presented.
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114demand (Triangle Journal of Governments, 2013). AQ4Since Falls Lake and Jordan Lake are the two major sys-
115tems in the region, we propose an IBT framework to manage these two systems for ensuring regional water
116sustainability. For instance, under extreme low storage conditions in Falls Lake, additional water could be
117released from Lake Michie to downstream of Falls Lake and this additional downstream release could be off-
118set by an equivalent transfer from Jordan Lake to Durham and Chapel Hill using the existing distribution
119networks. Another option is to release the water directly from Cary Water Treatment Plant to Raleigh
120through the existing distribution network between Cary and Raleigh. Similarly, if Jordan Lake experiences
121severe drought conditions, water from the Falls Lake system could be transferred to Cary to offset the
122reduced availability in Jordan Lake. Since Lake Michie, Little River Reservoir, and Cane Creek Reservoir sup-
123ply water only to Durham and Chapel Hill and do not have any agreed IBT protocols, transfer among them
124are not considered as part of the IBT framework proposed here. Further, since the storage capacities of Falls
125Lake and Jordan Lake are much larger than that of the other Lakes (Michie, Cane Creek Reservoir, and Little
126River Reservoir) that supply water to these municipalities, we are not considering them as part of the IBT
127framework.

128Before we investigate the added benefits of IBT in improving regional water sustainability, we first explore
129the scope for IBT by looking at water availability to demand during the summer in water quality and water
130supply pools in both reservoirs. Given that both reservoirs are within-year systems (i.e., do not carry a sur-
131plus/deficit from 1 year to next), it is desired that the storage in each pool needs to be at the operational
132rule curve, which is the top of the conservation storage by 1 July to deliver the summer demand and to
133have enough space for flood control. Any deviation above that storage will increase the flood risk and sub-
134stantial deviations below the target storage will exacerbate the failure to supply the summer and fall
135demand. Figure 2 shows the water availability to demand (WAD) ratio as wt5

S01It
Ot

during the summer (July–
136September, JAS) season where S0 denotes the storage for water supply/quality on 1 July in year t, It denotes
137the JAS inflow for water supply/quality purpose and Ot denotes the water supply/quality release for the
138year t.

139From Figure 2, we can infer that the WAD ratio in the water supply pool of Jordan Lake is abundant com-
140pared to the WAD ratio in the water supply pool of Falls Lake indicating the potential for significant benefits
141from IBT. On the other hand, WAD ratio for water quality purpose is similar for both systems. The intent of
142this research is to develop an IBT framework for these four pools within the two reservoir systems so that
143the total-end-of-the-season deviation from the target storage across the four systems could be minimized
144conditioned on the climate-information-based seasonal forecasts.
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Figure 2. Water availability (inflow 1 initial storage) to demand ratio for water supply pool and water quality pool for Falls Lake and Jordan
Lake, NC. WAD ratio for water quality pool is multiplied by a factor of 10 to match the scale of the figure.
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1452.3. Data Sources and Inflow Forecasts Development
146Historical monthly inflows (1957–2008) and outflows (1991–2008) for both Falls Lake and Jordan Lake were col-
147lected from the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Wilmington district (http://epec.saw.usace.army.mil/) along
148with the storage information. The operating rule curves for Falls Lake and Jordan Lake are 251.5 feet (ft) above
149the mean sea level (m.s.l.) and 216.0 ft m.s.l, respectively. For Falls (Jordan) Lake, the conservation storage levels
150for water supply and water quality purposes range between 236.5 and 251.5 ft (150–216 ft) and the controlled
151flood storage levels range between 251.5 and 264.8 ft (216–240 ft). Any storage below the conservation storage
152is assumed as dead storage for modeling purposes. Since the summer season is the challenging period for
153meeting water quality and water supply demands, we consider 1991–2008 July–August–September (JAS)
154months for demonstrating the utility of inflow forecasts in facilitating IBT between the two systems.

155Given the main interest is in utilizing climate-information-based streamflow forecasts in initiating IBT, we
156developed inflow forecasts for both Falls Lake and Jordan Lake using the historical monthly inflows avail-
157able for the period 1957–2008. For this purpose, we considered 3 month ahead precipitation forecasts
158issued on 1 July from the ECHAM4.5 atmospheric General Circulation Model (GCM) (http://iridl.ldeo.colum-
159bia.edu/SOURCES/.IRI/.FD/.ECHAM4p5/.Forecast/.ca_sst/) forced with constructed analog sea surface tem-
160perature (SSTs) forecasts available for the period 1957–2008. Given that the two reservoirs are near each
161other (within 30 miles) and both basins have similar hydroclimatology, the correlation between JAS inflows
162into both lakes is 0.92. Hence, we considered the first principal component of the JAS inflow, which
163accounts for 86% of the total variance in JAS inflows for developing an inflow forecasting model. The first
164principal component of JAS inflows was correlated with JAS precipitation forecasts (issued in 1 July) avail-
165able over four grid points around the region. Apart from these four grid points of precipitation forecasts, we
166also considered the June streamflow into each lake as predictors for developing inflow forecasts.

167Principal Component Regression (PCR) model was developed using the JAS precipitation forecasts from four grid
168points and the June streamflow into each lake as predictors and the first principal component of JAS inflow into
169each lake as predictand for the period 1957–1990. For additional details on developing a PCR model, see Sankara-
170subramanian et al. [2009a, b]. The PCR model was then employed to develop a retrospective forecast for the
171period 1991–2008 using the predictors available over that period. Devineni et al. [2008] combined two different
172inflow forecasting models namely a PCR model and a semiparametric resampling model, to develop improved
173multimodel streamflow forecasts for JAS into Falls Lake. Golembesky et al. [2009] utilized these multimodel forecast
174for invoking restrictions during the summer in Falls Lake. It is well known that streamflow forecasts with better skill
175result in increased yields from reservoir systems [Maurer and Lettenmaier, 2004; Sankarasubramanian et al., 2009a,
1762009b]. Given that the focus of this study is to demonstrate the utility of inflow forecast in improving IBT, we pri-
177marily employed a simple PCR model for forecasting inflows into each lake. Thus, the retrospective forecasts for
178the period 1991–2008 estimated the conditional mean and variance of the first PC of the inflow into each lake,
179which were back transformed to their original flow space using the inverse of the matrix of the eigenvectors. The
180correlations between the conditional mean of inflow forecasts and the observed JAS inflows for Falls Lake (Figure
1813a) and Jordan Lake (Figure 3b) were 0.55 and 0.54, respectively, which were statistically significant at the 95%
182confidence interval. Figure 3 also shows the climatological thresholds for below-normal (33rd percentile) and for
183above-normal (67th percentile) inflow conditions along with the forecasted and observed JAS inflows for each
184year. From Figure 3, inflow forecasts overall capture the variability in observed summer flows. For instance, in year
1851999 (1993), an above-normal (below-normal) inflow year, the conditional density is shifted toward the upper
186(lower) tails of the climatological percentiles. Most of the evaluation on seasonal forecasting over the Southeast
187US using a physically distributed model have reported a correlation of around 0.6–0.7 for the summer season
188[Sinha and Sankarasubramanian, 2014; Li et al., 2009]. Forecasts are also incorrect in few years (e.g., 1997—an
189above-normal inflow year; 2007—a below-normal inflow year) with the conditional density being incorrectly esti-
190mated in the inflow forecast. Thus, by using the conditional mean and point forecast error of JAS inflows into each
191lake and by assuming the flows follow log-normal distribution, we obtained 1000 realizations of inflows that were
192forced into the IBT model, which is discussed in the next section.

1933. IBT Based on Climate Forecasts: Formulation and Application

1943.1. InterBasin Transfer Water Allocation Model
195This section describes the water allocation model for transferring water across multiple pools/reservoirs
196such that the sum of the deviations from the end-of-season target storage across the considered pools/
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197reservoirs is at its minimum. The novelty of the proposed framework lies in developing a stochastic linear
198programming model that promotes interbasin transfer by minimizing the total deviation from the target
199storage for all the users in by utilizing ensembles of inflows developed using climate information. Thus, the
200objective for a given summer season is to minimize the expected sum of the normalized deviations:

E

"Pn
i51

�
jSi 2S�i j

S�i

�#
(1)

201where Si is the forecasted end-of-season storage and S�i is the target storage in the ith pool out of the total
202‘‘n’’ pools/reservoirs. The expected sum (equation (1)) is minimized by changing the decision variables, x,
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Figure 3. Downscaled JAS inflow forecasts for the (a) Falls Lake and (b) Jordan Lake using ECHAM4.5 precipitation forecasts and June
inflow for the period 1991–2008. Horizontal lines indicate the below-normal (33rd percentile) and above-normal (67th percentile) climato-
logical thresholds.
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203that denotes the transfers
204between the pools and the
205expectation is obtained based
206on M (M 5 1000) realizations of
207storage obtained from the M
208realizations of apportioned
209inflows available for each pool.
210For each realization, j (j 5 1, 2,
211. . .,M) of apportioned inflows,
212Qi,j, the mass balance for each
213pool/reservoir i can be written
214as:

Si;j5S0
i 1Qi;j2Ei;j

2 Ri1
Xn

k51

Xn

l5k11

xlk

 !

8 i51; 2; . . . ; n;

j51; 2; . . . ;M

(2)

Smin
i � Si;j � Smax

i ;

8 i51; 2; . . . ; n; j51; 2; . . . ;M

(3)

215Smin
i is the minimum storage for

216reservoir i, Smax
i is the maximum

217storage for reservoir i, Si;j is the
218end-of-season storage at reser-
219voir i for the realization j, S0

i is
220the beginning of season storage
221at reservoir i, Qi;jand Ei;j denote
222the apportioned inflow and
223evaporation under realization j
224for user i, Ri is the required
225water supply release from the
226pool i, and xlk is the transferred water between user/pool l to the user/pool k, The primary purpose behind this
227IBT model is to find reliable delivery of water during droughts and to reduce the vulnerability of not having
228enough storage to meet the future demand without compromising the downstream needs of each basin. Thus,
229the decision variables, xlk , can be positive (negative) if water is transferred from l(k) to k(l). Finally, the lower
230bound and upper bound for each xlk are specified based on equation (4) as the sum of maximum storages
231between the two uses ‘‘l’’ and ‘‘k’’ and maximum required release between the two users ‘‘l’’ and ‘‘k’’

2ðmax ðSl ; SkÞ1max ðRl; RkÞÞ � xlk � max ðSl; SkÞ1max ðRl ; RkÞ (4)

232Figure 4a shows the potential transfers across the four pools in the Falls Lake and Jordan Lake system. Equa-
233tion (2) implies that each pool in the regional water system should deliver the desired release Ri . The poten-
234tial transfers, xlk , are the decision variables which guarantee the target release, Ri , being delivered and
235ensure the total deviation from the target storage across all the pools is at its minimum. The values of Ri

236(Table 1) and xlk do not vary under each realization j. Thus, given ‘‘n’’ users, the total number of decision var-
237iables (xlk), i.e., the potential transfers is n * (n 2 1)/2. For Falls Lake and Jordan Lake, there are four pools.
238So, the number of potential transfers is six.

239Since all the constraints in the above model (equations (2–4)) are linear except for the objective function
240(equation (1)), we introduce two surrogate variables S1

i;j and S2
i;j , for solving the formulation as a linear pro-

241gramming (LP) model. Reformulating the above model, the objective function (equation (1)) can be writ-
242ten as:

1
FL-WS

2
FL-WQ

3
JL-WS

4
JL-WQ

13x
14x 23x

12x

24x

34x
Perfect Forecast (PF)
- Observed Inflows

Climate Forecast (CF)
– ECHAM4.5 Inflows

No Forecast (NF)
- Inflow Climatology 

IBT model
(Equa�ons 2-7)

Releases (Ri) & 
Transfers (xlk) under PF

Observed inflow

End of season (Sep) 
storage under CF

End of season (Sep) 
storage under PF

End of season (Sep) 
storage under  NF

Releases (Ri) and 
Transfers (xlk)under NF

Releases (Ri) and 
Transfers (xlk)under CF

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. (a) Proposed interbasin transfer scheme and (b) the experimental design for vali-
dating IBT model under three inflow scenarios for meeting the end of the season target
storage (September) across four pools in two reservoirs, Falls Lake and Lake Jordan, in the
Triangle Area. Pools 1 (3) and 2 (4) denote the water supply and water quality storages in
the Falls (Jordan) Lake and the arrows indicate the potential for transfers in Figure 4a.
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Minimize
1
M

XM

j51

Xn

i51

S1
i;j 1S2

i;j

� �
=S�i

" #
(5)

243where
244S1

i;j denotes the excess storage above target storage (S�i ) for pool i in realization j;

245S2
i;j denotes the shortfall below target storage (S�i ) for pool i in realization j;

246and

S1
i;j 2S2

i;j 5Si;j2S�i 8 i51; 2; . . . ; n; j51; 2; . . . ;M (6)

S1
i;j � 0; S2

i;j � 0 8 i51; 2; . . . ; n; j51; 2; . . . ;M (7)

247Thus, the expectation in equation (5) is across all 1000 realizations. The above LP model with the objective
248function in equation (5) and constraints in equations (2), (3), (4), (6), and (7) was solved in the IBM ILOG
249CPLEX optimization studio to obtain different transfer scenarios.

2503.2. IBT Based on Climate-Information-Based Streamflow Forecasts: Application
251Based on the formulation presented in section 3.1, climate-information-based streamflow forecasts were
252employed for initiating the IBT framework for the Triangle Region in NC. The IBT model was set for initiating
253the water transfer at the beginning of the summer season (1 July) between the four pools in the two reser-
254voirs (Figure 4a), Falls Lake and Jordan Lake. Six potential transfers (Figure 4a) are possible among the four
255pools (FL-WS: Falls Lake water supply; FL-WQ: Falls Lake water quality; JL-WS: Jordan Lake water supply; JL-
256WQ: Jordan Lake water quality). For this purpose, each realization j in the JAS inflow forecast into each reser-
257voir (Figure 3) was simply apportioned into respective inflows (Qi,j) to each pool based on the percentages
258shown in Table 1 for water quality and water supply storages. Since the JAS evaporation for each lake did
259not exhibit much year-to-year variability, we assumed them to be constant with 3500 and 4998 acre-feet for
260Falls Lake and Jordan Lake, respectively. Evaporation from each lake was also similarly apportioned to
261obtain the evaporation (Ei,j) for water supply and water quality pools. In this section, we discuss the perform-
262ance of the JAS inflow forecasts in estimating the potential transfers between the four pools across the two
263river basins over the period 1991–2008. For this purpose, we consider four different inflow scenarios (Figure
2644b) for initiating the transfer between the four pools.

2651. Perfect Forecast (PF): Force the IBT model with observed inflow, and obtain the optimal transfers that min-
266imize the total deviation from the target storage in the four pools.

2672. Climate-information-based-inflow Forecast (CF): Force the IBT model with downscaled inflow from
268ECHAM4.5 (Figure 3), and obtain the optimal transfers, which denote the transfers based on existing skill in
269predicting streamflow for the region. Inflow forecasts were obtained using PCR by downscaling ECHAM4.5
270forecasts with June inflows.

2713. No Forecast (NF): Force the IBT model with climatological inflows, and obtain the optimal transfer. Given
272that the lag-1 correlation between summer flows is insignificant, we obtained climatological inflow ensem-
273ble with M realizations, which were generated from the log-normal distribution using the observed mean
274and variance of JAS inflows into each lake. Thus, the ensemble characteristics obtained under NF remains
275the same with no potential to forecast the inflows in a given year.

2764. No IBT: Under this scenario, there is no-transfer between the lakes and the summer demand is purely allo-
277cated based on the observed JAS inflows and the initial storage. Hence, there is no optimized allocation
278with both systems being operated independently.

279The performance of these three forecast scenarios was evaluated by simulating the reservoir with the
280observed inflows to obtain the end-of-season storages (Si;t) for each pool over the period 1991–2008 using
281the IBT model-suggested transfers and releases under the above four scenarios. Given the performance of
282the releases suggested by the inflow forecasts are evaluated with observed flows, we just get one end-of
283storage (Si;t) for each pool i. the Based on S�i , the deviation from the target storage, ki;t5

Si;t2S�i
S�i

, was com-
284puted for each pool i in year t. For instance, a value of ki;t5 0.5 means that pool has 50% excess storage
285than its allocated storage. Difference in the performance (ki;t) between scenarios (2) and (3) quantifies the
286improvements obtained using climate forecast alone. Difference in the performance (ki;t) between scenarios
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287(1) and (2) quantifies the maximum possible improvement that is obtainable using the climate forecast. Dif-
288ference in the performance (ki;t) between scenarios (1) and (4) show the improvements obtained using opti-
289mization alone from IBT with perfect information.

290Figure 5 shows the boxplot of the normalized deviations, ki;t , for each pool during the period 1991–2008 for
291three inflow forecasts. Each box represents the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentiles of the deviation
292index (ki;t). We also include a baseline scenario (Figure 5a), which indicates ki;t obtained through observed
293inflows without any transfer. In Figure 5a, for the no-transfer scenario, the end-of-season (September) stor-
294age obtained by combining the observed inflow shows a large deviations across the four pools. For optimal
295transfers obtained using climatological inflow (Figure 5b), which has no skill, the storage deviation is
296reduced for the water supply pools from the no-transfer scenario that used actual observed inflows. This
297demonstrates that IBT could be effectively employed even with limited/no skill in forecasting the seasonal
298inflows. With ECHAM 4.5 forecast (Figure 5c), the resulting deviation is further reduced compared to the cli-
299matology scenario and the no-transfer scenario. Finally, the normalized deviations, ki;t , is the lowest across
300the four pools under perfect inflow information (Figure 5d). As seen in Figure 5d, both water supply pools
301in Falls Lake and Jordan Lake are able to meet their target storages whereas the water quality pools in both
302Lakes are exhibiting increased deviations. This indicates that water quality pools transfer water to the water
303supply pools in both systems for meeting the September end target storage. This happens primarily
304because the normalized deviations (see equation (1)—objective function) are higher for water supply pools,
305thereby initiating the transfers from water quality pools to obtain the minimum total deviation in a given
306season. This issue is discussed in detail in the next paragraph (Figure 6). Comparing Figure 5a with Figures
3075b–5d, it is evident that the end-of-season storage deviation under each pool is reduced under IBT even
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Figure 5. Normalized end-of-season storage deviations, ki;t , for pools in Falls Lake and Jordan Lake under four different scenarios: (a) no-transfer; (b) climatology-based transfer; (c) sea-
sonal forecast-based transfer; and (d) perfect forecast-based transfer. Positive (negative) deviation indicates surplus (deficit) storage condition.
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308with the transfer initiated by climatological inflows (no forecast), which implies that IBT is beneficial in meet-
309ing target storages even under a low/no skill in forecasting. Furthermore, Figures 5b and 5c show that as
310the skill of the forecast increases, the normalized deviation further reduces indicating the potential for
311improving the storage conditions in both Lakes based on IBT initiated using either climatological inflows
312(Figure 5b) or ECHAM4.5-GCM-based inflow forecasts (Figure 5c).

313
We also quantify the total absolute deviations (Figure 6), TDt5

X4

i51

���� Si;t2S�i
S�i

����, by computing the sum of rela-

314tive absolute deviations from the target storage across the four pools for each year under different inflow
315scenarios and under no-transfer scenario. It is important to note that these total absolute deviations shown
316in Figure 6 are not obtained directly from the objective function (equation (1)). Instead, the transfers sug-
317gested by the IBT are combined with the observed inflows into each lake to obtain the end-of-season target
318storage (see Figure 4b). Thus, any error in the forecast (climatology or ECHAM4.5 forecasts) would be
319reflected in obtaining the end-of-season target storage. In Figure 6, the primary y axis shows the total abso-
320lute deviations over four pools in two reservoirs during the period 1991–2008 with the secondary y axis
321showing the observed inflow for Falls Lake. We can infer from Figure 6 that the total storage deviation is
322reduced through IBT compared with no-transfer scenario. Furthermore, comparing the performance
323between ECHAM4.5 forecast and no forecast, the total absolute deviation decreases across the system indi-
324cating that the reduced uncertainty in inflows further facilitates IBT. It is also clear that no-transfer-based
325total deviations, which are obtained using observed JAS inflows in both lakes, are higher than the total devi-
326ations obtained under climatological inflows and ECHAM4.5-based inflow forecasts in every year with the
327only exception being 2007 summer. As expected, total absolute deviations obtained under IBT using perfect
328forecast (i.e., observed inflows) are the smallest over the entire period of study. It is important to note that
329these transfers (summarized in Figures 5 and 6) are obtained without compromising the downstream needs
330as well as by not increasing the downstream flood control risk.

331Thus, results shown in Figures 5 and 6 clearly emphasize the two critical findings related to interbasin trans-
332fer between Falls lake and Jordan Lake in the NC Triangle Area: (1) interbasin transfers between these two
333systems utilizing inflows from no forecast (climatology) or climate forecast scenarios provide better ability
334to meet the end-of-season target storage conditions in comparison to the September storage conditions
335obtained by operating these two systems independently (i.e., no-transfers) using observed inflows; (2)
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Figure 6. Total normalized deviations, TDt, across the four pools resulting from IBT under three inflow forecast scenarios as well as under
no-transfer between the four pools in Falls Lake and Jordan Lake for the period 1991–2008.
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336reduced uncertainty in inflows arising from climate forecasts are more beneficial than no-forecast in meet-
337ing the target storages across the four pools based on IBT. Though we infer IBT improves regional water man-
338agement, the difference in deviations in individual pools (Figure 5) and over the four pools (Figure 6) under
339different inflow scenarios is relatively small particularly between ECHAM4.5 forecast and No forecast. This is
340primarily because the similarity between summer inflow conditions (correlation 0.92) between the two lakes
341and high correlation (0.82) between the initial conditions on the two systems. This results in both lakes experi-
342encing deficit/surplus conditions resulting in limited scope for IBT over four pools. Hence, it is important to
343understand how climate forecast with IBT can improve regional water management by generalizing the find-
344ings for basins experiencing different hydroclimatic settings and release patterns.

3454. Role of Spatial Correlations Between Inflows and Initial Conditions in Promoting
346IBT

347Recent studies on the role of climate forecasts in improving seasonal to annual water allocation show
348that reservoir systems with low storage-to-demand ratio provide increased yields through reduced sys-
349tem losses (spill and evaporation) as the forecast skill increases [Maurer et al., 2004; Sankarasubramanian
350et al., 2009a, b]. Thus, any improvements in the inflow forecasts used in this study (Figure 3) is expected
351to reduce the total absolute deviations (Figure 6) further under IBT with the reduction on total normalized
352deviations being bounded by the deviations obtained using observed inflows (i.e., perfect forecast) into
353both systems. Given that both Falls Lake and Jordan Lake are close to each other and the initial storage
354conditions (Si

0) are similar, strong spatial correlations exist between inflows and initial storage conditions.
355This indicates that if one basin experiences drier/wetter conditions, then the other basin also experiences
356similar conditions, thereby limiting the potential for IBT. On the other hand, even if the reservoirs experi-
357ence similar inflow conditions, initial storage conditions are predominantly determined by the demand
358patterns in the previous season for each system. Apart from the storage-to-demand ratio and inflow fore-
359casting skill, we hypothesize that two additional factors, spatial correlation between observed inflows (cQ)
360and spatial correlation between initial storage conditions (cS0

), determine the utility of inflow forecasts in
361promoting IBT for meeting the end-of-season target storage conditions. To understand how these two
362spatial correlations could impact IBT, we performed a synthetic experiment that systematically analyzes
363the utility of IBT under various spatial correlation patterns and inflow forecasting skill. For this purpose,
364we assumed that IBT occurs between two river basins with four pools (similar to Figure 4a) across two
365river basins, but the inflow and initial storage conditions will be perturbed to generate different spatial
366correlation scenarios.

3674.1. Synthetic Inflow and Initial Storage Generation Schemes
368To obtain the time series of inflows or initial storages with a specified spatial correlation, we assumed
369that the selected variable (i.e., inflows or initial storages) follows bivariate lognormal distribution and then
370synthetically generated 100 years of records (inflows or initial storages) for the summer season. The fol-
371lowing procedure outlines the detailed steps for generating the spatially correlated variables for the two
372systems.

3731. Log-transform the observed JAS historical inflows or initial storages (1 July) for Falls Lake and Jordan Lake
374as Y5log X , where X denotes observed inflows or initial storage.

3752. Obtain the mean (lk
Y ) and standard deviation (rk

Y ) of these log-transformed variables, where k denotes
376the system with k 5 1 denoting Falls Lake and k 5 2 denoting Jordan Lake.

3773. Given the spatial correlation c, express the covariance matrix for generating log-normal variates as

378

P
Y 5

r2
y1 c � ry1 � ry2

c � ry1 � ry2 r2
y2

" #
.

3794. Generate 100 bivariate lognormal random values using the mean and covariance matrix estimated in
380steps (2) and (3) to obtain the inflow or initial storage time series.

3815. Transform the log values to the original space (inflows or initial storages) for each system and consider
382this as the synthetic inflows (Qst,k) for the two systems.
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3836. Apportion the initial storage or the inflow into assigned quantities for water supply and water quality
384pools using the ratios given in Table 1 and obtain the time series of initial storages and inflows for the four
385pools to solve the IBT model provided in section 3.

3867. We generated 100 years of inflows and initial storages for two hypothetical reservoirs utilizing the mean
387and variance of the inflows and initial storage characteristics of Falls Lake and Jordan Lake under different
388spatial correlation scenarios. For inflows, we consider two spatial correlations, cQ 5 0.9 and 0.1, indicating
389two distinct conditions for representing spatial pattern in inflows. High spatial correlation in inflows could
390be thought of conditions similar to Jordan Lake and Falls Lake with basins experiencing similar hydrocli-
391matic conditions. Low spatial correlations between inflows could be interpreted as basins experience differ-
392ent seasonality in hydroclimate owing to topography (e.g., two basins with one on windward side and
393another leeward side). Spatial correlation in initial storage conditions (cS0

) is primarily influenced by the
394demand patterns in the previous season for both systems; we considered two cases: cS0

5 0.8 and 0.1 with
395the high spatial correlation indicating that both basins experience similar demand pattern. Low spatial cor-
396relations in initial storage could be interpreted as one basin experiencing increased demand (e.g., irrigation)
397in the spring season while the other basin having limited/no irrigation in the previous season. This resulted
398in a total of four scenarios: (a) cS0

5 0.8 and cQ50.9; (b) cS0
5 0.8 and cQ50.1; (c) cS0

5 0.1; and cQ50.9; and
399(d) cS0

5 0.1 and cQ50.9. In the next section, we briefly discuss an approach for generating inflow forecasts
400having the skill of the candidate forecast that is shown in Figure 3.

4014.2. Synthetic Inflow Forecasts of Different Skill
402Given that we specified different spatial correlation patterns for inflows and S0, we needed to ensure that
403synthetic inflow forecasts have a skill similar to the skill shown in Figure 3 (qffi 0.56) so that the synthetic
404experiment could also be evaluated under three inflow forecasting scenarios (Figure 4b). We did not con-
405sider any inflow forecast skill higher than the reported skill in Figure 3, since previous studies have clearly
406shown that reduction in inflow forecast uncertainty result in improved water allocation [Sankarasubrama-
407nian et al., 2009a, b]. Sankarasubramanian et al. [2009a, b] generated inflow forecasts with specified skill
408using a parametric periodic gamma autoregressive model [Fernandez and Salas, 1986] to demonstrate the
409utility of inflow forecasts in improving water allocation under different system characteristics (storage to
410demand ratios). Given the synthetically generated JAS inflow, Qst,k, with t 5 1, 2, . . .,100 denoting number
411of years of summer inflows and k denoting the reservoir, we generated Gaussian noise to each of these
412flows such that the inflow forecasts with the specified skill preserves the mean and variance of generated
413flows at each site. For a specified correlation that denotes the forecast skill, q, the noise et follows normal
414distribution with a mean lQsk

ð12qkÞ and a standard deviation rQsk

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
12q2

k

q
, where lQsk

and rQsk were
415obtained from the synthetic series. Thus, the synthetic inflow forecasts, Qs

0
t;k , with M realizations for each

416time step t could be generated using the Gaussian error term:

Qs
0

t;k5q�Qst;k1et;k (8)

417Using the method discussed above, synthetic inflow forecasts under two different spatial correlation scenar-
418ios (cQ 5 0.9 and 0.1) were generated for a predictive skill q5 0.56, which approximately corresponds to the
419skill of the downscaled inflow forecasts shown in Figure 3. Thus, the synthetic inflow forecast, Qs

0

t;k , with M
420realizations were used as the climate-information-based inflow forecast for evaluating the utility of IBT in
421improving water allocation under different spatial correlations of cQ and cS0

.

4224.3. Results and Discussion: IBT Under Various System Characteristics
423Using the synthetic generation schemes described above for generating different spatial correlations
424between inflows and storages with a specified skill, four different IBT scenarios were considered: (a) high
425spatial correlation between inflows and initial storages (i.e., similar to the Falls Lake and Jordan Lake system)
426(HH); (b) high spatial correlation between inflows and low spatial correlation between initial storages (i.e.,
427systems experience similar hydrology, but completely different demand patterns in the previous season)
428(HL); (c) low spatial correlation between inflows and high spatial correlation between initial storages (i.e.,
429basins experience different hydroclimatology due to orography or due to the nature of precipitation (e.g.,
430rain versus snow)) (LH); (d) low spatial correlations between inflows and low spatial correlation between ini-
431tial storages (i.e., basins experience different hydroclimatology as well as different demand patterns in the
432previous season) (LL). In the following discussion, we will denote the four pools (1–4) in the two
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433hypothetical reservoirs (similar to Figure 4a) in which four pools transfer water across the basins. The IBT
434model outlined in section 3 was run for each spatial correlation scenario with three inflow scenarios
435obtained from the 100 years of synthetic flows, (Qst,k) namely: (a) no forecast, whose ensemble was
436obtained using the mean and variance of the synthetic inflows (Qst,k), (b) synthetic inflow forecast (Qs

0

t;k )
437with q 5 0.56 as discussed in the previous section; and (c) perfect forecast with the transfers being obtained
438using the synthetic flows (Qst,k). These three scenarios were also compared against the no-transfer scenario
439in which the releases (Ri) in Table 1 were provided for the four pools using the synthetic inflows (Qst,k) with-
440out any transfers. All the four scenarios were run with the storages, fractions for partitioning the inflows and
441storages and releases given in Table 1. Thus, this synthetic experiment is similar to the analyses presented
442in section 3, but the generated synthetic inflows and initial storage conditions between the two hypotheti-
443cal systems exhibit four different correlation structures. Since HL spatial correlation case is the most com-
444mon case, we present detailed analyses for the spatial correlation case of HL (Figures 7 and 8) and then
445summarize how inflow forecasts with a specified skill improve IBT under all the four spatial correlation
446scenarios.

4474.4. High Spatial Correlation on Inflows and Low Spatial Correlation With Initial Storages (HL)
448Perhaps spatial correlation scenario HL is the most common situation, which indicates basin experience sim-
449ilar hydroclimatology, but they undergo a completely different demand patterns in the previous season.
450Figure 7 shows the boxplot of the normalized end of the season target storage deviation, ki;t , for all the four
451pools under three different IBT scenarios and under no-transfer scenario with the synthetically generated
452inflows (Qst,k). We can see clearly from Figure 7 that IBT (Figures 7b–7d) could reduce the end of the season
453target storage deviation over the no-transfer scenario (7a). Particularly, when IBT is initiated using no fore-
454cast (i.e., climatology), we can see that the normalized target storage deviation for the four pools are
455reduced and more uniform in comparison to the no-transfer scenario. Under inflow forecasts exhibiting sig-
456nificant skill in predicting observed flows, the end-of-season storage deviation is further decreased showing
457the utility of inflow forecasts in developing improved IBT strategies. We can also see that the target storage
458deviation goes down to almost zero for three of the pools (1–3) under perfect forecasts indicating these
459three pools reach their target storage at the end of the season by getting the water from the fourth pool
460(analogously water quality pool in Jordan Lake) over 100 years of evaluation. Comparing the results from
461Figure 7 with Figure 5, we can infer that the overall distribution of the deviation index for all the four pools
462is narrower and closer to the target storage. This indicates that low spatial correlation between initial sto-
463rages warrant IBTs more than with systems experiencing high correlation on initial storages of the two sys-
464tems, since under the latter case both systems simultaneously experience surplus or deficit storage
465conditions.

466Though the overall potential for IBT depends on the spatial correlation in inflows and initial storages of the
467two systems over the long term, the ability to transfer water in a given season primarily depends on the dif-
468ferences in the inflows or initial conditions among the transferring pools. The potential for transfer in a
469given season, xt (equation (9)), across the four pools is quantified by the sum of deviations in inflows or ini-
470tial storages to their respective climatological values during year t. Expressing xt over the entire system,

xt5
X4

i51

ðV t
i 2V ave

i Þ (9)

471where V t
i is the initial storage (So*) or inflow (Qst,i) of a particular pool (i 5 1, 2, 3, 4) for year t over the 100

472year period and V ave
i is the climatological values of inflows or initial storages for the four pools. Larger the

473deviation from climatology on the inflows (xQ
t ) or initial storage (xS0

t ) over all the four pools, lesser is the
474potential for transfer value of transfer. For instance, if in a given season inflows or initial storages for all four
475pools are above (below) their climatology, this indicates that all pools experience surplus (deficit) conditions
476yielding no potential for transfer. On the other hand, if inflows or initial storages exhibit surplus and deficit
477conditions among the four pools, then xt will be near zero indicating potential for transfer from surplus pools
478to deficit pools. For the HL scenario, we computed xQ

t , xS0
t , and normalized total deviations (similar to

479
Figure 6), TDt5

X4

i51

���� Si;t2S�i
S�i

���� for each year over the 100 years of synthetic simulation under four scenarios of

480transfer.
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481Each circle in the figure represents the normalized total deviation of the four pools for every year with big-
482ger circles indicating larger TDt. It is clear that the size of the circles decreases from Figures 8a–8d indicating
483transfers based on inflow forecasts being better than no-transfer and the climatology inflow options with
484TDt being the smallest under perfect forecast. We also infer that the total deviation is smaller in regions
485where xS0

t and xQ
t are close to zero for scenarios (1)–(4), which implies that the utility of IBTs is more in these

486conditions/seasons. On the other hand, if xS0
t and xQ

t are far away from zero, we understand that the size of
487the circle increases denoting a larger TDt. This implies that if surpluses and deficits exist simultaneously
488across the four pools, then the potential for transfer is low resulting in larger TDt. Therefore, both overall
489deviations of inflows and initial storage conditions from their respective climatologies should be closer to
490zero, so that water could be transferred from surplus pools to deficit pools. If such conditions do not exist
491(i.e., xS0

t and xQ
t being large), even if we have inflow forecasts with perfect skill, the potential for IBT does

492not exist. Thus, greater the disparity in deviations on initial storage and inflow from their climatologies,
493larger the benefits of inflow forecasts in facilitating IBTs.

4944.5. Role of Spatial Correlations Between Inflows and Initial Storages of Participating Pools
495Based on the discussion from Figures 7 and 8, we understand that inflow forecasts with skill above climatol-
496ogy (no forecast) is especially beneficial in initiating IBT reducing the total deviations from the target stor-
497age across the participating pools with regard to systems having high spatial correlation between inflows
498and low spatial correlation between initial storages. We investigate the total deviations from the target stor-
499age, TDt, under four different combinations of spatial correlation between the inflows and spatial correlation
500between the initial storages of the two systems ((a) High-High (HH), (b) High-Low (HL), (c) Low-High (LH),
501and (d) Low-Low (LL)) under four different scenarios of interbasin transfers based on the 100 years of syn-
502thetically generated inflows and initial storages. It is important to note that, similar to Figure 4b, each trans-
503fer scenario obtained from the IBT model was combined with the perfect forecast (i.e., the synthetically
504generated flows Qst,k) to obtain the end-of-season target storage for calculating TDt.

505Figure 9 shows the median of TDt is higher under no-transfer scenario under the four different cases of spa-
506tial correlations. Considering IBT as a management option, it is clear that as the inflow forecast uncertainty
507reduces (i.e., no forecast to perfect forecast), the spread of TDt in general decreases for the four cases of
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Figure 7. Same as Figure 5, the normalized end-of-season storage deviation, ki;t , but for four hypothetical pools exhibiting high spatial cor-
relation between inflows and low spatial correlation between initial storages. Pools 1–4 could be interpreted as pools as shown in Figure
4a.
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508spatial correlations. Comparing across the four cases of spatial correlations that indicate the basin hydrocli-
509matology and the demand patterns between the two systems, we infer that IBT is least beneficial in reduc-
510ing TDt under HH, which implies both systems experience surplus or deficit simultaneously, thereby limiting
511the scope for transfer across the participating pools. It is important to note that even under HH, IBT is more
512beneficial than no-transfer scenario. Further, if the spatial correlation between inflows or initial storages is
513lower, IBT is more beneficial indicating the opportunity for transfer that occurs due to not having inflows/
514storage in one of the basins. Thus, IBT is most beneficial when basins experience low correlations on both
515inflows as well as initial storages between the two systems. Comparing the distribution of TDt between cli-
516matology (no forecast) and inflow forecasts with the specified skill, the distribution of TDt is narrower in the
517latter case indicating the utility of season-ahead inflow forecasts in facilitating the transfer. To recapitulate,
518if both infrastructure and interbasin transfer permits exist, IBT obtained using inflow forecasts is beneficial
519in promoting regional water sustainability by ensuring that individual users’ demands and target storages
520for each pool are met.

5214.6. Discussion
522Application of season-ahead climate forecasts on Falls Lake and Jordan Lake over the Triangle Area showed
523that there is potential for promoting interbasin transfer across the four lakes in the two systems. However,
524the improvements across the system is limited since there is a high correlation between inflows and also
525between the initial storages across the system. This motivated us to investigate a synthetic case study that
526considers different correlation patterns (high, low) between the inflows and between the initial conditions
527of the four lakes. Most studies [Cai and Rosengrant, 2004; Characklis et al., 2006] that emphasized the
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Figure 8. Scatter plot of the normalized total deviations (TDt) with transfer potential for each year, xS0
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q

Q;Q’ 50:56; (d) perfect forecast. Each circle in the figure represents the normalized total deviation of the four pools for every year with bigger circles indicating larger TDt.
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528importance of IBT have utilized observed inflows for supporting regional water management. Though this
529study utilizes climate forecasts for improving IBT, the primary contribution is in developing a stochastic IBT
530model for utilizing probabilistic streamflow forecasts and also to understand the hydroclimatic settings and
531reservoir storage conditions that could benefit from IBT for improving regional water management. For this
532purpose, we considered the Triangle Area reservoirs, Falls Lake and Jordan Lake, for transferring the water
533between the Neuse and Cape Fear River basins. The IBT considered minimizing the total absolute fractional
534deviations from the target storage over the four pools using linear programming. The primary reason we
535consider the end-of-the-season target storage in the objective function is because initial storages in most
536reservoirs guarantee the entire seasonal demand thereby limiting the potential to use forecasts. In the case
537of Falls Lake and Jordan Lake, there is no priority in allocating the water across the four pools. However, the
538proposed IBT could be modified to incorporate appropriate penalty function that could be related to rele-
539vant financial instruments [Characklis et al., 2006; Palmer and Characklis, 2009]. For instance, if maintaining
540downstream ecology and water quality during the fall season (i.e., September storage) is more critical, then
541one could give assign a function that translates the deviation from the target storage into appropriate pen-
542alties. Similarly, the penalty function could also vary depending on the importance of maintaining the target
543storage in a given season. For example, in the spring and summer (winter and summer) seasons, one could
544assign higher penalty for maintaining the target storage for irrigation (hydropower) pool in a given reservoir
545for promoting transfer into the irrigation (hydropower) pool. Thus, the proposed IBT model could be modi-
546fied to accommodate the basins’ priorities and tariff system for meeting the target storages in the pools
547over the participating reservoirs.

548Though this study has primarily focused on initiating the transfers to meet the target storage, studies have
549showed that even a small improvement in reservoir yields utilizing climate forecast could result in substan-
550tial increase in the revenue generation depending on the intended use [Maurer and Lettenmaier, 2004; Voi-
551sin et al., 2006; Oludhe et al., 2013]. For instance, Maurer and Lettenmaier [2004] show that even 1%
552improvement in hydropower releases by reducing the spill from the Missouri system could result in signifi-
553cant increase in revenue from hydropower generation. Further, the utility of forecasts to initiate transfers is
554bound to improve as the demand in the regional water supply system continues to increase. Sankarasubra-
555manian et al. [2009a, 2009b] show that even climate forecast with moderate skill is more (less) beneficial for
556systems with smaller (larger) storage-to-demand ratio as the initial storage constraints (guarantees) the
557entire seasonal demand. Hence, as the demand increases in the Triangle Area, the utility of forecast is
558bound to improve. That is, even with the current level of skill, the forecast will become more valuable to
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ent scenarios of water transfers in the synthetic study.
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559decision making as the urban demand increases. Hence, the relevance of forecast to decision making does
560not depend on the skill alone, but also on reservoir system characteristics.

561Efforts to improve forecasting skill using multimodel combination could also improve the confidence in
562using the forecasts [Devineni et al., 2008; Singh and Sankarasubramanian, 2014]. Thus, improvements in
563streamflow forecasting skill and the increased water demand due to population growth will provide
564increased reliability and need for IBT across the participating systems/pools. As demonstrated in this study,
565the utility of streamflow forecasts will further increase if the basins experience low correlation between the
566inflows and low correlations between the initial storages across the participating pools. Our hydroclimatol-
567ogy research group in collaboration with the State Climate Office of NC has developed an online portal
568(http://www.nc-climate.ncsu.edu/inflowforecast) for disseminating both the inflow forecasts from multiple
569models and the storage forecasts for the user-specified releases from Falls Lake and Jordan Lake. We believe
570that as the water demand continues to increase in the Triangle Area, providing online access to both inflow
571and storage forecasts along with potential interbasin transfer scenarios on an experimental basis will result
572in real-time evaluation and application of climate-information-based streamflow forecasts for promoting IBT
573to improve regional water supply management.

5745. Summary and Conclusions

575Regional water supply systems undergo surplus and deficit conditions due to differences in inflow charac-
576teristics as well as due to their seasonal demand patterns. This study proposes a framework for regional
577water management by proposing an interbasin transfer model that uses climate-information-based inflow
578forecasts for minimizing the deviations from end-of-season target storage across the participating pools.
579Using the ensemble streamflow forecast, the IBT water allocation model was applied for two reservoir sys-
580tems in the Triangle Area in NC. Results show that interbasin transfer initiated by ensemble streamflow fore-
581cast could potentially improve the overall water supply reliability of the region as the demand continues to
582increase. To further understand the utility of climate forecasts in facilitating the IBT under different spatial
583correlation structures between inflows and between initial storages of the two systems, a synthetic experi-
584ment was designed to evaluate the framework under three different scenarios of inflows. Findings from the
585synthetic study could be summarized as follows:

5861. Interbasin transfer is an efficient way to reduce uncertainty in water allocation and favors improved stor-
587age conditions at the end of the season. Inflow forecasts combined with the proposed IBT optimization
588model provide improved allocation in comparison to the allocations obtained under no-transfer scenario as
589well as under climatology-based transfers.

5902. Spatial correlations between inflows and between initial storages among participating reservoirs could
591also influence the potential benefits that could be achieved through IBT. IBT is particularly beneficial for sys-
592tems that experience low spatial correlations between inflows or between initial storages or on both attrib-
593utes of the considered regional water supply system.

594Thus, if both infrastructure and permitting structures exist for promoting interbasin transfers, season-ahead
595inflow forecasts provide added benefits in forecasting surplus/deficit conditions among the participating
596pools in the regional water supply system.

597
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USING e-ANNOTATION TOOLS FOR ELECTRONIC PROOF CORRECTION  

 

Required software to e-Annotate PDFs: Adobe Acrobat Professional or Adobe Reader (version 8.0 or 

above). (Note that this document uses screenshots from Adobe Reader X) 

The latest version of Acrobat Reader can be downloaded for free at: http://get.adobe.com/reader/ 

 

Once you have Acrobat Reader open on your computer, click on the Comment tab at the right of the toolbar:  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Replace (Ins) Tool – for replacing text. 

 

Strikes a line through text and opens up a text 

box where replacement text can be entered. 

How to use it 

 Highlight a word or sentence. 

 Click on the Replace (Ins) icon in the Annotations 

section. 

 Type the replacement text into the blue box that 

appears. 

This will open up a panel down the right side of the document. The majority of 

tools you will use for annotating your proof will be in the Annotations section, 

pictured opposite. We’ve picked out some of these tools below: 

 

2. Strikethrough (Del) Tool – for deleting text. 

 

Strikes a red line through text that is to be 

deleted. 

How to use it 

 Highlight a word or sentence. 

 Click on the Strikethrough (Del) icon in the 

Annotations section. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Add note to text Tool – for highlighting a section 

to be changed to bold or italic. 

 

Highlights text in yellow and opens up a text 

box where comments can be entered. 

How to use it 

 Highlight the relevant section of text. 

 Click on the Add note to text icon in the 

Annotations section. 

 Type instruction on what should be changed 

regarding the text into the yellow box that 

appears. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Add sticky note Tool – for making notes at 

specific points in the text. 

 

Marks a point in the proof where a comment 

needs to be highlighted. 

How to use it 

 Click on the Add sticky note icon in the 

Annotations section. 

 Click at the point in the proof where the comment 

should be inserted. 

 Type the comment into the yellow box that 

appears. 
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For further information on how to annotate proofs, click on the Help menu to reveal a list of further options: 

5. Attach File Tool – for inserting large amounts of 

text or replacement figures. 

 

Inserts an icon linking to the attached file in the 

appropriate pace in the text. 

How to use it 

 Click on the Attach File icon in the Annotations 

section. 

 Click on the proof to where you’d like the attached 

file to be linked. 

 Select the file to be attached from your computer 

or network. 

 Select the colour and type of icon that will appear 

in the proof. Click OK. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Add stamp Tool – for approving a proof if no 

corrections are required. 

 

Inserts a selected stamp onto an appropriate 

place in the proof. 

How to use it 

 Click on the Add stamp icon in the Annotations 

section. 

 Select the stamp you want to use. (The Approved 

stamp is usually available directly in the menu that 

appears). 

 Click on the proof where you’d like the stamp to 

appear. (Where a proof is to be approved as it is, 

this would normally be on the first page). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Drawing Markups Tools – for drawing shapes, lines and freeform 

annotations on proofs and commenting on these marks. 

Allows shapes, lines and freeform annotations to be drawn on proofs and for 

comment to be made on these marks.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How to use it 

 Click on one of the shapes in the Drawing 

Markups section. 

 Click on the proof at the relevant point and 

draw the selected shape with the cursor. 

 To add a comment to the drawn shape, 

move the cursor over the shape until an 

arrowhead appears. 

 Double click on the shape and type any 

text in the red box that appears. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Additional reprint and journal issue purchases 
 

Should you wish to purchase additional copies of your article, 
 please click on the link and follow the instructions provided: 
https://caesar.sheridan.com/reprints/redir.php?pub=10089&acro=WRCRP

Corresponding authors are invited to inform their co-authors of 
the reprint options available. 
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